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FR3 fluid Retrofilling Power Class Transformers Guide
®
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Step

Key Points

1. Adhere to all required safety
precautions, codes, and
regulations

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations
for servicing each transformer;
additionally, adhere to all required safety
precautions, codes, and regulations

2. Access the unit

Follow applicable safety precautions
and regulations

Record all nameplate information and
determine allowable tank vacuum. Make sure
the unit is isolated from the power system

3. Ground all equipment

Includes transformer, pump, and tanks

Ensures static discharge

4. Take oil samples

Take samples for fluid analysis and
dissolved gas per ASTM procedures.

Provides a baseline of transformer condition at
the time of retrofill

5. Drain oil

If transformer is level or tilted towards
the drain plug, force oil out by applying a
positive pressure of 5 psig (34 kPa) using
dry gas. Otherwise, pump out oil through
drain valve

Radiators must be completely drained
byremoving drain plugs after oil level is
belowthe lower headers, if upper headers are
not accessible for flushing (see Step 8)

6. Replace all oil-immersed gaskets

Tighten to proper compression based on
component function and gasket material

Original gaskets that weep or leak should be
replaced. Elastomers including NBR types with
higher nitrile content, silicone or fluoropolymer
are recommended. Gaskets with higher
temperature demands warrant the use of
silicone or fluoropolymer (Viton) compositions

7. Allow minimum ½ hour drip
after draining

Two hours is preferred. Pulling vacuum within
tank mechanical limit will accelerate drip

A longer drip time is advantageous to reduce
residual mineral oil

8. Flush with hot FR3 fluid
( ≈ 5% of fluid volume)

Use minimum pressure to avoid dislodging
contaminants. Flush through the fill plug or
bolted access. Be sure to flush radiators.
Set bolted access in place ASAP

To reduce viscosity, Cargill recommends
flushing fluid temperature between 50-80°C

9. Allow ½ hour drip

A longer drip time is advantageous

10. Remove dregs from bottom
of transformer

Access can be gained by removing drain
valve

Minimizes the residual mineral oil

11. Fill Transformer

Pull vacuum within tank mechanical limits.
Start fill through drain plug when base
pressure is reached

Minimum 50°C fluid temp. Use 0.5 μm filters.
Limit base pressure to tank rating

12. Top with dry air or nitrogen blanket.
Bring headspace pressure to
2-3 psig (13-20 kPa).

Verify gaskets and seals are working
properly

Limits exposure to oxygen and atmospheric
contaminants

13. Install retrofill label

Fill out label using #2 pencil

14. Wait to energize unit

24 hours is preferred. Wait time depends
on fluid fill temperature

Allows gas bubbles to dissipate

15. Take oil samples

Check & maintain positive pressure. Take
samples as in 4

Verifies the unit is leak-free. Provides a base
line for new fluid
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16. a. Energize unit (no load)
b. Wait prior to adding load

Three hours minimum

c. Connect load

Observe unit for leaks

17. Next day, check the temperature
and pressure

Observe unit for leaks and other signs of
problems

18. Follow the standard maintenance
schedule and procedures

Pay close attention to signs of leaks from
gaskets. Take samples as in 4 after six
months

19. Periodically monitor and record tank
pressure to confirm tank seal.

A constant 0 psig (0 kPa) on gauge, despite
temperature changes, indicates a leak
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